
PARASOLS - CANTILEVERS

PRODUCT INFORMATION

3 YEAR WARRANTY

All our cantilevers are made with a lightweight durable polyester fabric which is water 

resistant and easy to clean. To clean the parasol we advise that the fabric is kept attached 

to the frame, use a soft brush or broom and warm soapy water.  For more stubborn stains 

the canopy can be removed and washed at 30°C. 

 

 
 

UHP 3.0m round cantilever parasols are easy to operate 

with the simple handle and lock mechanism.  To rotate 

the parasol simply unlock the handle and move into the 

desired position, then lock the handle to secure.  Available 

in 4 colours, ecru, taupe, forest green and black. The pole 

diameter is 60mm.  FC17 night cover fits this parasol. For 

use with our UHGB40 (40kg) granite base which has 2 

handles and small wheels allowing the base to be easily 

moved along a flat surface.    

UHY cantilever parasol is curved with 16 spokes.   It is 

easy to raise and lower the canopy with a crank handle 

mechanism.  The canopy can be adjusted into 5 positions 

to give maximum shade from the sun.  It has a foot 

operated pedal for 360° rotation.  Available in ecru only.  

NC35 night cover fits this parasol. For use with our UHGBY 

base (85kg), which has a handle and locking wheels to 

secure the parasol and prevent any movement.

UH35 cantilever has a unique design, tilting to 180° 

covering the slightest of angles for maximum shade from 

the sun.  The main feature is the ability to spin 360° on its 

axis.  Easy to operate with the simple crank handle which 

allows shading from the sun in seconds.  Comes with a 

night cover. For use with our UHGB90 ( 85kgs), which has 

a handle and  locking wheels to secure the parasol and 

prevent any movement.

MAINTENANCE

We advise against leaving parasols up in windy conditions 

as the frame or fabric could be damaged.  Unattended 

parasols should not be left open.  Any damage caused by 

neglect is not covered by warranty.

It is essential that the correct base is used to stabilise the 

parasol.

Parasols should be used for shade and not sun protection.


